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Using a tilted field geometry, the effect of an in-plane magnetic field on the even denominator
ν = 5
2
fractional quantum Hall state is studied. The energy gap of the ν = 5
2
state is found to
collapse linearly with the in-plane magnetic field above ∼ 0.5T. In contrast, a strong enhancement
of the gap is observed for the ν = 7
3
state. The radically distinct tilted-field behaviour between the
two states is discussed in terms of Zeeman and magneto-orbital coupling within the context of the
proposed Moore-Read Pfaffian wavefunction for the 5
2
fractional quantum Hall effect.
PACS numbers: 73.43.-f,73.63.Hs,03.67.-a
The incompressible even-denominator fractional quan-
tum Hall effect (FQHE) at filling factor ν = 5
2
[1] remains
one of the most exotic phenomena ever discovered in con-
densed matter physics. Of the ∼100 FQH states observed
in high-mobility two-dimensional electron gas (2DEG)
structures, the 5
2
FQH state continues to represent the
only violation of the odd-denominator rule. Aside from
the fundamental questions this even-denominator FQH
state raises concerning our understanding of strongly
correlated electron behaviour, the 5
2
state has received
particular attention because of its possible description
by the Moore-Read Pfaffian wave function [2], which
exhibits non-abelian quantum statistics. This poten-
tial non-abelian property makes the 5
2
FQHE a strong
candidate for the realization of fault-tolerant topological
quantum computation [3]. Recent measurements of the
e∗ = e/4 quasi-particle charge [4], as well as the tunnel-
ing spectra [5], are fully consistent with a Moore-Read
Pfaffian wavefunction (or its particle-hole conjugate, the
so-called anti-Pfaffian [6, 7]). However, an unequivocal
experimental proof is still lacking, in part due to other
possible candidate paired-states, such as the (abelian)
Halperin (3,3,1) state, which could in principle be real-
ized at ν = 5
2
. Understanding the nature of the 5
2
FQHE
thus remains an important open question [8, 9].
Key features of the Moore-Read Pfaffian that distin-
guish it from other possible wavefunctions include its
fully spin-polarized electron polarization [10, 11, 12], as
well as the non-zero angular momentum of its px + ıpy
pairing, very similar to the A1-phase of superfluid
3He.
In this Letter, we investigate the 5
2
FQH spin polariza-
tion by measuring the activation energy gap of the 5
2
(and particle-hole conjugate 7
2
) and neighbouring 7
3
state
in a tilted field geometry where, in addition to the per-
pendicular field (B⊥), a parallel field (B‖) is applied in
the plane of the 2DEG. Two important aspects distin-
guish our work from previous tilted field experiments
in the second Landau level (SLL) [13, 14, 15, 16, 17].
First, we examine a relatively strong 5
2
-state occurring
at lower magnetic field than previously observed (owing
to our low density sample [18]) in the non-perturbative
Landau level coupling regime where the Coulomb inter-
action energy is greater than the Landau level separa-
tion.Secondly, we study the FQH energy gap in a sample
with a relatively wide 2D quantum well so that under tilt
the magnetic length associated with B‖ becomes of order
or smaller than the well width, allowing us to study the
effect of orbital coupling to the parallel field. Comparing
the even-denominator 5
2
with the odd-denominator 7
3
, we
find that the in-plane magnetic field induces dramatically
(and qualitatively) different behaviour in the two activa-
tion gaps. This is a particularly surprising result since
current theoretical models that interpret the decreasing
5
2
gap under tilt in the context of orbital coupling to the
parallel field, suggest the same gap suppression should
be seen in the neighbouring 7
3
state [12, 19]. The un-
expected experimental finding presented here, in direct
contradiction to theory, implies that our understanding
of the FQHE in the second landau level is incomplete
Our experiment was conducted in a 40 nm wide,
modulation-doped, GaAs/AlGaAs quantum well, with a
measured density of 1.6(1)×1011 cm−2 and mobility of
14(2)×106 cm2/Vs. The sample was cooled in a Janis
JDR-100 dilution refrigerator equipped with a 9 Tesla
magnet. Treatment with a red LED was used during
the cooldown. Details of the sample cooling and temper-
ature measurement have been described elsewhere [18].
The tilted field geometry was achieved by rotating the
sample in situ in a static field. All transport measure-
ments were performed using a standard lock-in technique
at ∼6.5 Hz and small excitation current, Iexc = 2 - 10 nA.
Fig. 1 shows the magnetoresistance in the SLL at var-
ious tilt angles, with θ referring to the angle between the
applied field and the normal of the 2DEG plane. The
behaviour of the 5
2
minima as a function of the tilt an-
gle θ is strikingly different from the neighbouring, odd-
denominator, 7
3
and 8
3
states. As emphasized in the inset
of Fig. 1a, the 5
2
minimum clearly diminishes while the
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FIG. 1: Magnetoresistance under tilt in the second Landau
level around (a) ν = 5
2
and (b) ν = 7
2
plotted versus perpen-
dicular field (T ∼ 20 mK). Inset: enlargement showing the
trend of the ν = 8
3
, 5
2
, and 7
3
FQHE minima.
7
3
and 8
3
strengthen with tilting. The suppression of the
5
2
state by a parallel field has been known since the ear-
liest tilted field experiments [13, 14], which was shown
later on to yield to a stripe phase at high tilt [15, 16].
However, while several theoretical treatments have pro-
posed this to be related to magneto-orbital B‖-induced
destruction of the 5
2
FQHE[12, 19, 20], little effort has
been made to examine whether or not the same effect
is manifest in the neighbouring odd-denominator states
[13, 14, 15, 16, 17]. Where qualitative observations have
been made concerning the 7
3
, they appear inconsistent
with, for example, the state reported to strengthen [13],
weaken [12, 14], and/or ‘stay robust’ [17] under tilt.
We measured the activation energy gap as a function
of tilt angle for the 5
2
, 7
2
and 7
3
states. The energy gap,
∆, was determined from the temperature dependence of
the corresponding resistance minima in the thermally ac-
tivated regime where Rxx ∝ e
−∆/2kBT . In Fig. 2 the
gaps are plotted versus total magnetic field, Btot, with a
set of temperature dependence curves (each data point
was acquired at fixed field) shown in an Arrhenius plot
inset in each panel. Consistent with the qualitative trend
seen in Fig. 1, the 5
2
and 7
2
gap diminishes with tilt while
the 7
3
shows a remarkable enhancement, producing a gap
larger by more than a factor of two at only θ ∼35◦. It is
important to note that in contrast to refs [15, 16] vary-
ing the measurement configuration in our sample did not
show any evidence of anisotropy up to the highest tilt
angle investigated (θ = 44o).
In a perfectly 2D system, i.e. with a vanishing quan-
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FIG. 2: (a)-(c) Activation gaps under tilt (corresponding Ar-
rhenius plots shown in inset). Two data sets are shown in
(a) with the open symbols corresponding to a slightly smaller
density and mobility than the solid symbols. Open symbol
in (b) was taken from an already destroyed gap. In (a), (b)
linear fits (dashed lines) are used to estimate the g-factor (see
text); solid curves are a guide to the eye. In (c ) solid line is
a linear fit to the low B-field data; dashed line is for a single-
particle Zeeman interaction. (d) Schematic of a 2DEG in a
tilted field.
tum well width, applying an in-plane field by sample ro-
tation should couple only to the electron spin through
the Zeeman energy, EZ=g
∗µBBtot·S, where g
∗ is the ef-
fective electron g-factor, µB the Bohr magneton, S the
electron spin and Btot is the total applied field. As such,
the most obvious interpretation of our observed weaken-
ing 5
2
(and 7
2
) states compared with the strengthening 7
3
(and 8
3
) FQHE is that the 1
3
SLL FQH states (7
3
or 8
3
)
are spin-polarized whereas the 5
2
and 7
2
states are spin-
unpolarized. A spin-unpolarized 5
2
state however would
be in conflict with extensive theoretical evidence in fa-
vor of a fully spin-polarized state, most likely described
by the Moore-Read Pfaffian wave function [10, 11, 12].
Moreover, in a single-particle Zeeman picture, a reduc-
tion of the 5
2
gap induced by spin coupling alone should
yield a universal slope in a plot of activation gap ver-
sus Btot, determined by the effective g-factor whose com-
monly accepted value in GaAs is g∗ = −0.44. Extract-
ing the g-factor from our 5
2
and 7
2
gaps, we obtain val-
ues of 0.47±0.06 and 0.31±0.03 respectively, compared
with the value 0.56 reported in the work of Eisenstein
et al.[14]. Additionally, closer inspection of the 5
2
data
(Fig. 2a) suggests a linear trend (dotted line) does not fit
the data well over the entire range, but rather the data
is non-linear (solid curve guide to the eye), raising fur-
ther doubts about the spin-induced gap suppression in a
3spin-unpolarized FQHE interpretation. In our view, the
non-linear behaviour in Btot, together with the scattered
g-factors, is indicative of a gap suppression not driven
by Zeeman coupling, but rather by another mechanism.
In a real 2DEG sample with finite thickness, orbital cou-
pling between the in-plane field and the transverse elec-
tron dynamics becomes possible when the parallel field
magnetic length becomes of order or less than the quan-
tum well width. In this case, a spin-polarized 5
2
state
can also be suppressed with increasing B‖ [12, 19, 20]
since the activation gap is no longer determined by Zee-
man coupling alone. At B‖=1 T, the parallel magnetic
length l‖=
√
~/eB‖ is only 26 nm (already nearly half
the width of our quantum well) making it plausible for
magneto-orbital effects to play an important role in our
experiment, even under modest tilting.
While the magneto-orbital coupling for B‖ 6= 0 may
explain [12, 19, 20] the suppression of the 5
2
FQHE, it
should also destabilize the 7
3
in a similar way. In his
seminal work where Morf proposed an explanation for
the 5
2
gap suppression driven by orbital coupling to the
parallel field [12] he argued that a similar suppression
would be expected for the neighbouring 7
3
state. In a
numerical study, Peterson et al. recently reported the 7
3
being strengthened by the increase of the finite thickness
of the 2DEG [19]. In agreement with Morf, they there-
fore concluded that coupling to a parallel field, whose
main effect is well known to squeeze the wavefunction
towards the ideal 2D limit, is expected to weaken the 7
3
state similar to the 5
2
. In both of these studies a Pfaf-
fian was used for the 5
2
wavefunction whereas a Laugh-
lin wavefunction was taken for the 7
3
. The theoretical
predictions therefore follow despite the two states being
described by radically different ground states. All of this
theoretical work is in disagreement with the unambigu-
ous enhancement of the 7
3
gap observed in our work. We
note that the gap increase in Fig. 2c is non-linear, with
the low-tilt regime exhibiting a slope (solid line) nearly
∼2.5 times larger than expected by single-particle Zee-
man coupling alone (dashed line). The growth of the 7
3
gap at a greater rate than predicted by single-particle
Zeeman interaction alone suggests a non-trivial excita-
tion spectrum, perhaps involving a spin texture similar
to the skyrmion excitations observed at ν = 1
3
in the
lowest landau level [21, 22]. The formation of skyrmions
is characterized by the interplay between Zeeman and
Coulomb energies, with skrymionic spin-reversal excita-
tions existing only below some critical value of the ratio
η = EZEC . In our sample η ∼ 0.01 − 0.013 at ν =
7
3
,
well below the critical value of ηc = 0.022 at ν = 1 [23]
and similar to the value of ηc = 0.01 measured at ν =
1
3
[21]. It is therefore possible that our observed 7
3
behav-
ior arises from the existence of small skyrmions involving
two to three reversed spins.
In Fig. 3 the 5
2
gap values from Fig. 2 are replotted ver-
sus the parallel field, B‖, and normalized to their zero-tilt
values. Whereas the 5
2
gaps appear to vary non-linearly
with changing Btot (Fig 2), they follow a remarkably lin-
ear trend versus B‖. We also note in the
5
2
data (open
and closed squares) a range in low B‖ distinct from the
high B‖ where the gap is unmodified for tilt up to ∼ 10
◦.
Interestingly, a similar trend is also observed when replot-
ting the data from reference [14] (closed circles). The
onset of the gap suppression for the 5
2
state occurs in
all data set at a field strength B‖∼0.5 T, corresponding
to a transverse magnetic length l‖=36 nm. This is re-
markably close to the width of our quantum well and is
therefore consistent with magneto-orbital coupling effects
becoming relevant when the transverse magnetic length
approaches the size of the quantum well. Importantly, a
constant gap value is not observed in the 7
3
data at low
tilt. We take this as a further indication that the 5
2
gap
suppression and the 7
3
gap enhancement originate from
distinct mechanisms. We show in the inset of Fig. 3 our
measured 5
2
gap data versus B‖ against the theoretical
trend expected for a Zeeman energy variation associated
with a total spin change ∆S = −1, 0 (dashed increasing,
flat line), and ∆S = +1 (decreasing dashed line), ex-
pected for a spin-polarized and spin-unpolarized ground
state, respectively. While, within the resolution of our
experiment, we cannot distinguish whether the low B‖
data better fits the trend for a spin-polarized or unpo-
larized ground state, the gap suppression of the 5
2
state
following a linear behaviour in B‖, and departing from
the ∆S = +1 curve at field B‖ & 1.5T, is further ev-
idence for a gap suppression driven by magneto-orbital
rather than Zeeman coupling effects.
A theoretical treatment of the complex electron dy-
namics in the presence of the strong in-plane field [24] is
well beyond the scope of our experimental work. How-
ever, with the 5
2
and 7
3
states appearing so closely to-
gether in magnetic field, having nearly the same energet-
ics and Landau level coupling when B‖=0, we speculate
that the contrast in behaviour between the 5
2
and 7
3
states
may require some fundamentally new theoretical insight.
One possibility is that this difference arises, not from a
ground state spin-polarization difference between these
two states, but rather from a difference in the excited
states. If we consider both the 5
2
and 7
3
states to be
spin polarized, then the decreasing 5
2
gap compared to
the increasing 7
3
gap could be explained by the 7
3
trend
resulting from a combination of spin-reversed excitation
(gap enhancement) and finite width (gap suppression)
whereas the 5
2
state does not experience spin reversal
and so is suppressed purely as a result of magneto-orbital
coupling. In this picture, the 7
3
gap would presumably
increase with a smaller slope than if spin effects alone
were present. The saturation of the 7
3
gaps at high tilt
is evidence for a possible crossover taking place between
such a spin-dominated and orbitally-coupled regime.
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FIG. 3: Normalized gap values versus parallel field (datasets
are vertically offset for clarity). All data is replotted from
Fig. 2 except the solid circles which is replotted from Ref.[14].
Inset: Experimental gap versus B‖ at ν =
5
2
(open squares)
compared with the theoretical interaction for single spin flips
(dashed lines, see text).
We emphasize that the naive direct explanation of
our data, namely that the 5
2
(7
3
) FQH state is spin-
unpolarized (polarized) although believed to be unlikely
for reasons discussed above, cannot be compellingly ruled
out. Since the principal motivation [12] for accepting the
spin-polarized description of the 5
2
was based on an as-
sumed universal similarity in the behaviour of the 5
2
and
7
3
states in a tilted field, our experimental finding that
the two states behave qualitatively differently may ne-
cessitate a fundamental rethinking of the nature of the 5
2
FQHE. In this context, it is interesting to mention that
some recent theoretical papers [8, 9] have indeed raised
questions regarding the nature of the 5
2
state, and if fur-
ther investigations proved it to be non spin-polarized,
it would unlikely be a Moore-Read non-Abelian Pfaffian
state.
In conclusion, the 7
3
FQH gap is observed to be en-
hanced by an applied parallel magnetic field in contrast
to the 5
2
gap which is strongly suppressed, in spite of the
two gaps being energetically comparable at zero parallel
fields in our sample. This contrasting dichotomy between
these two states is unexpected, and calls into question
the prevailing theoretical belief that they should behave
similarly if both are spin-polarized. We interpret the be-
havior of the 7
3
gap in our experiment to be arising from
the formation of skyrmions consisting of a small number
of spin-reversed excitations whereas the suppression of
the 5
2
state in the presence of even a modest parallel field
remains an open question.
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